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Distributed Logics

• A single distributed logic contains:

• A graph of nodes and arrows.
• Each node is a “local logic” with a syntax and semantics.
• The arrows move either data or types.
• The arrows preserve some modeling condition.

• The distribution makes the transfer of information a key
feature:

• Information is compartmentalized.
• The arrows determine the flow of information, i.e., the rules of

the road.
• Logical axioms define valid information transfer rules.
• Model theoretic satisfaction gives starting and ending

conditions for information transfer
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Why Not a Single Logic?

• One Logic

• One Logic to rule them all,
• One Logic to find them,
• One Logic to bring them all,
• And in the darkness bind them.

• One quickly finds hacking through the syntax (with multiple
indices) unworkable

• Turing Machine Problem

• Turing machines are universal computing machines
• No one uses them except for geeky arguments
• Flattens language properties: functional programs, object

oriented programs, C, etc. all get flattened
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Separated Logics are not Enough

• Modern engineering systems have many dynamic parts.

• The parts are distributed but still retain relationships among
themselves.

• An argument for correct operation must span the distribution.

• The delicate problem is how to span a distribution without
flattening the reasoning.

• We need logics with distributed parts.
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Some Distributed Logics

• Barwise and Seligman, Information Flow: the Logic of
Distributed Systems.

• Colloquially named Channel Theory.
• Considered to be a model theoretic logic.
• Brought out information transfer as a key component of logical

reasoning.

• Allwein and Harrison, Partially-ordered Modalities.

• Partial order on relations determines a partial order on
modalities.

• The partial order come from some domain of discourse, i.e.,
model theoretic.

• Allwein and Harrison, Simulation Logic

• Combines Channel Theory and partially-ordered modalities.
• Relations between nodes are simulation relations.
• Partial order is promoted to a category.
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Data vs. Information

• Someone hands you a piece of paper with a “1” written on it.

• Have you received any information?

• Prior agreement: “1” means “let’s meet for lunch” and “0”
for “I am too busy”.

• Now you have received information because you know how to
type the data.

• Semantically speaking: 1 |= lunch, 0 |= too busy .

• The flow of information is via an information channel.
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Wittgenstein
[Tractatus 4.014] A gramophone, the musical idea, the
written notes, and the sound waves, all stand to one
another in the same internal relation of depicting that
holds between language and the world.
They are all constructed according to a common logical
pattern.

Gramophone Musical
Idea

Common
Logical
Pattern

Written
Notes

Sound
Wave
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Wittgenstein, Continued

• The diagram represents a(n) (information) channel.

• The legs of the channel are the distributed parts.

• The core of the channel is the Common Logical Pattern

• The information flows through the channel tells what one part
says about another part.
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Channel Theory: Classification

Logical Theory X

Models of
the theory X

|=

Typ(X)

Tok(X)

|=
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Channel Theory: Typical Reasoning

• Light

• Switch

• Connection

We have the following state table:

switch light connection

0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 1 1

The following sentences express some of the regularities in the
state table:

• If the switch is off, then the light is off.

• If the light is on, then the connection is not broken.
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Channel Theory: Morphism

Types of X Types of Y

Tokens of X Tokens of Y

|=X |=Y

f

f

Satisfying f(x) |=Y A iff x |=X f(A)
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Binary Channel

C

X Y

f g

Condensed channel diagram

channel’s theory

channel
tokens

types

tokens

types

tokens

|=

|= |=
f g

f g

X

C

Core of Channel

Y
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Switch Example as a Channel

system

switch light connection

f
g

h

• f , g, and h are projections on tokens and injections on types.

• Tokens in the channel are the tuples of the state table.

• The following is typical of reasoning in this distributed system:

g〈1, 1, 0〉 |=light Light On iff 〈1, 1, 0〉 |=system g(Light On)

implies 〈1, 1, 0〉 |=system h(Connection not broken)

iff h〈1, 1, 0〉 |=bulb Connection not broken

• This uses the channel core’s sequent:

Light On `system Connection not broken
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Rules

Γ−f is a nicer way of writing f−1(Γ) and ∆f is the direct image of
∆ under f .

Γ−f A ∆−f

f -Intro
Γ B ∆

Γ A ∆
f -Intro

Γf B ∆f

Γf B ∆f

f -Elim
Γ A ∆

Γ B ∆
f -Elim

Γ−f A ∆−f

• f -Intro preserves validity.

• f -Elim preserves of non-validity.
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Relationship to Shannon Communication Theory

• Alice will send a 0 by not sending a message.

• If Alice sends a 0 and Clueless does not transmit, then Eve
receives a 0.

• Alice will send a 1 by sending a message.

• If Alice sends a 1 and Clueless does not transmit, then Eve
receives a 1.

• If Alice sends a 1 and Clueless does transmit, then Eve
receives a 2.

• Therefore, Eve is only certain of Alice’s transmission if Eve
receives a 0 or a 2.
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Channel with Total Information

ACE

A C E

a
c

e


x1 x2 x3

0 0 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 2


• Tokens in the channel are of the form 〈x1, x2, x3〉 which the

allowable values of the combinations of tokens from A, C, E.

• Thus we have the following channel sequents with
probabilities:

g1 : 0a, 0c `ACE 0e g2 : 0a, 1c `ACE 1e P (g1) = P (g2) = 1

g3 : 1a, 0c `ACE 1e g4 : 1a, 1c `ACE 2e P (g1) = P (g2) = 1
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Channel with Partial Information

ACE ACE′

A C E A C ′ E

a
c

e a
c′

e

k

• Drop the types from C to represent only lack of knowledge
about Clueless.

• Pull Typ(ACE) back along k using k-Elim.

• Thus we have the following channel sequents with
probabilities:

g′1 : 0a `pAC′E 0e g′2 : 0a `qAC′E 1e

g′3 : 1a `αAC′E 1e g′4 : 1a `βAC′E 2e

( 0e 1e 2e

0a p q 0
1a 0 α β

)
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Partially-ordered Modalities

• Many domains of discourse have an inherent partial order
within them.

• The partial order in our case came from abstract security
properties.

• Each property was a closure condition.

• Closures remind one of topologies which remind of S4.

• So modalities must admit to being partially ordered.
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Partially-ordered Modalities

• Base logic is classical propositional logic, but could be other
logics.

• Assume there is a specific partial order P , typically drawn
from some domain of discourse.

• Assert the following axioms:

C1. [k]AA [h]A for k ≥ h and k, h ∈ P .
C2. [h]AA A.
C3. [h]AA [h] [h]A.

• One also has the rules for proofs from assumptions
(repetition, modus ponens), and modal generalization:

A ∈ Γ
Γ ` A

rep Γ ` A Γ ` AA B
Γ ` B

mp ` A
` [h]A

gen
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Partially-ordered Modalities: Gentzen System for S4

• The modal class of a formula is either necessary, possible, or
neutral.

• Active Formula (AF): in a premise of a rule be the instance of
the formula which is altered and in a conclusion be the
instance of the newly introduced formula.

• The Modal Condition (MC) is that all formulae on the same
side of the ` as the active formula must have the opposite
modal class as the active formula, and all formulae on the
opposite side of the ` as the active formula must have the
same modal class as the active formula.

• Theorem: Cut is an admissible rule in the Gentzen system
without cut.
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Partially-ordered Modalities: Gentzen System for S4,
Continued

• Let NC be the condition

MC and ∀C ∈ Γ ∪∆.c(C) ≥ h

where c(C) is the “closure” value of a formula using the
modal partial order.
Γ, A ` ∆ NC

Γ, 〈h〉A ` ∆
〈h〉 `

Γ ` ∆, A NC

Γ ` ∆, [h]A
` [h]

Γ ` ∆, B

Γ ` ∆, 〈h〉B ` 〈
h〉

Γ, A ` ∆

Γ, [h]A ` ∆
[h] `
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Partially-ordered Modalities: Models

• Kripke Frame (X, (R,≥)) where

• X is collection of points (worlds, states, etc.)
• a partial order of binary relations (R,≥).

• And satisfying

B1. Monotonicity: Hxy and k ≥ h implies Kxy.

In addition, for S4, the following axioms are added

B2. Reflexivity: Hxx
B3. Transitivity: Hzx and Hxy implies Hzy.

• The identity modal operator [1X ] corresponds to the identity
relation on X:

[1X ]A = A = 〈1X〉A
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Possibilistic Security Properties

Two security domains, High and Low, both with Inputs and
Outputs:

• Separability: given a particular trace of high’s behavior, any
trace of low’s behavior is possible, and vice versa.

• Generalized Noninterference: any high-level trace is
co-possible with any low-level trace, and when only high-level
input is considered any low-level trace is co-possible with any
high-level trace.

• Noninference “purges” high information from the input and
output traces by overwriting that information.

• Generalized Noninference: only high input is purged.

Each property can be described as a system’s behavior being closed
under a particular kind of interleaving functions.
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The Partial Order of Possibilistic Security Properties

Generalized
Noninference

Generalized
Noninterference

Noninference

Separability

Nothing
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Partially-ordered Security Properties

• The diagram looks like a lattice but it is not; those are not
joins and meets but merely upper and lower bounds.

• The partial order is parametric with respect to the logic.

• This notion of parameterizing a logic with respect to outside
information we believe is important.

• The relations are distributed via the partial order.

• The distribution did not extend to individual logics.
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Simulation Logic

• Computer Science: arguments for noninterference security,
systems, processes, refinements

• Philosophical and modal logics: transfer of theorems between
systems, bisimulation definition of the modal fragment of
classical logic

• Set theory: non-wellfounded set theory arguments
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Comparison to Partially Ordered Modalities

• Partially ordered modalities

• Main axiom: [k]P ⊃ [h]P for h ≤ k
• Used partial order to relate the modalities
• Tracks the subset relation on modal relations
• Has a Gentzen system with eliminable cut.

• Simulation logic

• Main axiom: 〈r〉 [k]P ⊃ [h] 〈r〉P for r : hA k.
• Partial order generalized to be a category
• Simulation relations generalize the subset relation on modal

relations
• Stubbornly has refused to allow us (yet) to construct a

Gentzen system with an eliminable cut
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Definition of a Simulation Relation

R is a simulation relation from the relation H to the relation K
when

Rxx′ and Hxy implies for some y′(Kx′y′ and Ryy′),

∀ ∃
y′

y x′ y x′

x x
RH RH

R K
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Geach Axioms

• Gk,l,m,n : ♦k�lP ⊃ �m♦nP , for nonnegative numbers k, l,
m, and n.

• ♦k refers to the connective ♦ repeated k times, and similarly
for the rest

• Example: Tc = G0,0,1,0 : P ⊃ �P , axiomitizes vacuous
frames where Rxx′ implies x = x′.

• Schema G is valid in frames of “incestual models”:

αRkβ and αRmγ implies for some δ, βRlδ and γRnδ
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Notice the Similarity

• Simulation relation R from H to K

Rxx′ and Hxy implies for some y′(Kx′y′ and Ryy′),

• The incestual schema

αRkβ and αRmγ implies for some δ, βRlδ and γRnδ

• All we need do is increase the generality of the incestual
schema
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Axiomization

• Simulation logic uses only one of the generalized schemes

• Geach: ♦�P ⊃ �♦P

• Simulation Logic: 〈r〉 [k]P ⊃ [h] 〈r〉P
• or its dual: 〈h〉 [r]P ⊃ [r] 〈k〉P
• We could have used them all. . . but let’s not get wild
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Another Preservation Condition
R is a necessity preservation relation from the relation H to the
relation K when

Hxy and Ryz implies for some x′(Rxx′ and Kx′z),

∀ ∃z z

y y x′

x x

R

H RH

R K

This condition validates

[r] [k]P ⊃ [h] [r]P
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Yet Another Preservation Condition
R is a necessity preservation relation from the relation H to the
relation K when

Kx′z and Rxx′ implies for some y(Ryz and Hxy),

∀ ∃z z

x′ y x′

x x

K

R RH

R K

This condition validates

[h] [r]P ⊃ [r] [k]P
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Definition of a Backward Simulation Relation

Ryy′ and Kx′y′ implies for some x(Hxy and Rxx′),

∀ ∃
y′ y′

y x′ y x′

x

KR

RH

R K

This condition validates

〈·r〉· [·h ]·A ⊃ [·k ]· 〈·r〉·S
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The Mental Picture

Local Logic h Local Logic k

Model of the
local logic h

Model of the
local logic k

|= |=

R

〈r〉

[r]

〈h〉

[h]

〈k〉

[k]

H K

To simplify, we use a single modal letter for each logic with two
modalities per logic. You may have as many as you like.
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The Mental Picture, Continued

Local Logic h Local Logic k

Model of the
local logic h

Model of the
local logic k

|= |=

R

〈·r〉·

[·r ]·

〈h〉

[h]

〈k〉

[k]

H K
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The Full Simulation Logic

Graph
S1. A graph G of nodes and arrows

A set D of endo-diagrams
S2. An endo-diagram for

each node in G

Axiom Schemes A: For each node in G, and each endo-diagram
arrow i,

A1. all truth functional theorems
of a propositional logic

A2. Modal axioms for a logic
at this node

A3. P ≡ [i]P

Axiom Schemes B: For each arrow each r : hA k and s : k A l
in G, and each modal operator [h] ∈ dom(r), [k] ∈ cod(r),

B1. 〈r〉 [k]P ⊃ [h] 〈r〉P B2. 〈r〉 〈s〉P ≡ 〈s ◦ r〉P
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The Full Simulation Logic, Continued

Axiom Schemes C: To force the simulation arrows to be
bisimulations, use the following axioms using backward looking
possibility, 〈·r〉·, on the simulation arrow. For each arrow r : hA k
and s : k A l in G, and each modal operator [k] ∈ cod(r),
[h] ∈ dom(r)

C1. 〈·r〉· [h]P ⊃ [k] 〈·r〉·P C2. 〈·s〉· 〈·r〉·P ≡ 〈·r ◦ s〉·P

Adding backwards and forwards operators should come with
axioms for residuation:

C3. P ⊃ [r] 〈·r〉·P C4. 〈·r〉· [r]P ⊃ P
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The Full Simulation Logic, Continued

Axiom Schemes D: To force simulation arrows to be p-morphisms
use the following D axioms; they force the interpreting relation to
be a function (just as they would in any normal modal logic
systems):

D1. [r]P ⊃ 〈r〉P D2. 〈r〉P ⊃ [r]P

• D1 forces R to be total, i.e., cover its entire domain.

• D2 forces R to be functional, i.e., Rxy and Rxz implies
y = z.
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The Full Simulation Logic, Continued

Axiom Schemes E: To include the classical proposition logic at
dom(r) in the logic at cod(r), use

For all propositional letters p,

E1. p ⊃ [r] p E2. p ⊃ [·r ]· p

It is not strictly necessary although it does pick up the clause in
the definition of simulation requiring this of a simulation.
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The Full Simulation Logic, Continued
Definitions and Rules (Normal Systems)

Definition of Possibility: 〈m〉P def
= ¬ [m]¬P, m ∈ {k, r}

Rules A: For each local logic k,

`k P `k P ⊃ Q
`k Q

Modus Ponens

`k (P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pn) ⊃ P
`k ([k]P1 ∧ · · · ∧ [k]Pn) ⊃ [k]P

Local Necessitation

Rules B: For each r : hA k arrow in G,

`k (P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pn) ⊃ P
`h ([r]P1 ∧ · · · ∧ [r]Pn) ⊃ [r]P

Mediate Necessitation

Rules C: For each r : hA k arrow in G,

`h (P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pn) ⊃ P
`k ([·r ]·P1 ∧ · · · ∧ [·r ]·Pn) ⊃ [·r ]·P

Backwards Mediate
Necessitation
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Modal Frames

A general frame is a structure H = (H,H, A) such that

• (H,H) is a Kripke frame

• A is a collection of admissible subsets of H

• A is closed under the Boolean operations and under the
operation [h] : AA A given by:

[h]C
def
= {x ∈ X | Hxy implies y ∈ C}
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Simulation Frames
Frame Conditions S:

FS1. A category of local modal
frames and simulations

FS2. An identity arrow for
the arrow in D ∈ D

Frame Conditions A: For each node in G,

FA1. A set of classical worlds FA2. Modal frame conditions
for a logic at this node

Frame Conditions B:

FB1. Rxx′ and Hxy implies
∃y′(Kx′y′ and Ryy′)

FB2. Frame category contains
all compositions

Frame Conditions C:

FC1. Rxx′ and Kx′y′ implies
∃y(Hxy and Ryy′)

FC2. Frame category contains
all compositions

Frame Conditions D:

FD1. ∃y(Rxy) FD2. (Rxy and Rxz)
implies y = z
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Simulation Frame Categories and Models
A simulation frame category is

• A descriptive, general frame, called a local frame, for each
node in the graph,

• A point closed relation for each arrow.

• That is, for r : hA k in the graph, r’s interpretation
R : HA K must be point closed.

A simulation category model is

• A simulation frame category with valuation

• A local frame for each local logic.

• The local frame and its valuation are called a local model.

• The valuation specifies a collection of points in the local
frame where the atomic propositions are true.

Note: There are no provable instances of formulas of the form
P •Q for • ∈ {⊃,∧,∨} with P in one local logic and Q in
different local logic.
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Heterogeneous Algebras

A heterogeneous algebra (Birkhoff and Lipson) is a system
A = [L , F ] in which

• L = {Si}i∈I is a family of non-void sets

• F = {fα} is a set of finitary operations, where

fα : Si(1,α) × Si(2,α) × · · · × Si(n(α),α) A Sp(α)

for some non-negative integer n(α), function iα : j A i(j, α)
from n(α) = {1, 2, . . . , n(α)} to I, and p(α) ∈ I.
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Simulation Algebras

A simulation algebra appropriate for a simulation logic is

• A heterogeneous algebra with a modal algebra, called a local
modal algebra, for each node of a graph,

• Identity modal operators for each node,

• simulation operators 〈r〉 and [r] for every arrow r (including
identity arrows) of the graph.

• If the bisimulation axioms are used, then there are operators
〈·r〉· and [·r ]· in the opposite direction than 〈r〉 and [r].
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Simulation Algebras, Continued

For r : hA k in the graph,

• [r](a ∧ b) = [r] a ∧ [r] b;

• [r]>k = >h, for > the top of Boolean lattice;

• 〈r〉 [k] a ≤ [h] 〈r〉 a;

• 〈r〉 〈s〉 a = 〈s ◦ r〉 a;

• [i] a = a, for i the arrow in an endo-diagram;

• if axioms schemes C are used

• 〈·r〉· [h] a ≤ [k] 〈·r〉· a, if axiom schemes C are used;
• 〈·s〉· 〈·r〉· a = 〈·r ◦ s〉· a, if axiom schemes C are used;
• a ≤ [r] 〈·r〉· a,
• 〈·r〉· [r] a ≤ a.

• 〈r〉 a = [r] a, if axiom schemes D are used.
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Extra machinery for Axioms E1 and E2

An E local modal algebra is

• A local modal algebra with a collection of constant operations.

• If p is a propositional atom, then its constant, nullary
operation, σp, is such that σp = p in the word algebra of the
logic and σp = [p] in the LT algebra.

• In addition to any axioms necessary for the local modal logic,
we add the axiom

σp ≤ [r]σp

for an arrow r in the diagram to another node.

This effectively forces [[p]] ≤ [r][[p]] for any interpretation [[−]]. We
also require the logic at cod(r) to contain at least the same
propositional atoms as those at dom(r).
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Extra machinery for Axioms E1 and E2, Continued

A E local modal frame is

• A descriptive, general frame with a collection of constant
functions, fp, one for each propositional atom.

• A constant function selects an element of the set algebra.

A E local modal algebra and frame valuation, [[−]]

• Must take every propositional atom to an element of the
carrier set pointed to by the nullary operation for that atom,
i.e., if σp = a, then [[p]] = a.

• Similarly, for a E local modal frame and valuations [[−]], we
demand [[p]] = C if fp = C.

• Also, for r : hA k, the r interpreting relation R must
preserve the constant functions, i.e., x ∈ fp at the local frame
for h and Rxy implies y ∈ fp at the local frame for k.
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The Free Simulation Algebra

SL(h, k ∈ G) A = ({FAh, FAk}, σFAh
p , σFAk

p ∈ Ops)

B = ({Bh, Bk}, σBh
p , σBk

p ∈ Ops)

η

f
g

The algebra B has no notion of propositional atoms, the σp being
operations and preserved by g, force the valuations to value
Boolean terms at h to be the same as those at k for r : hA k.
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The General Picture

Higher Layer

Lower Layer

Design
Layer

System
Security Property

Design
Layer

Refined System
Security Property

implemented by refinement

stipulated

relationship

logical

implication

decomposes

to

decomposes

to
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Distributed System

Memory Chip

System-on-a-Chip

bus
master

cpu1 cpu2

mux

mux

memory

memory
interfaces

bus

control

request

request

control
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Distributed System Operation

• The bus master, at system initialization time, tells the muxes
which part of memory for which they each control access.

• The muxes check memory access restrictions in real time.

• The alternative architecture is the lines from the muxes to the
memory interfaces are cut, the bus master manages the
memory access.

• This alternative architecture is more expensive during
operation because the memory access control is more complex.
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Bus Master: State Machine

s0

s1 s2

req1

m1

req2

m2
state output/action

s0 idle
s1 c1
s2 c2

• mi are signals from the muxes.

• ci are signals to the muxes.
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Mux: State Machine

x0

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

c1

memory
ready

cpu write
request

cpu
ack

write
done

noop

bad
address

noop

state output/action

x0 idle
x1 if address ok

request memory access
x2 read memory into buffer
x3 cpu write request

mx

x4 write memory to cpu
x5 tell cpu write finished
x6 tell cpu bad address

mx
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State Relations

P
bus master mux P

s0 p0
s1 p1
s1 p2
s1 p3
s1 p6
s0 p4
s0 p5

Q
bus master mux Q

s0 q0
s1 q1
s1 q2
s1 q3
s1 q6
s0 q4
s0 q5
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Bus Master, Continued

classification S classification X

Propositions of
Bus Master

Propositions of
the mux

States of
Bus Master

States of
the mux

|= |=

X

〈x〉

[x]

The relations X allows us to import facts about the muxes.
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Model Checking Reveals

• Let bus active = {s1, s2}.
• Let bus(x) = {x1, x2, x3}.
• bus active ⊃ ([p] bus(p) ⊃ ¬〈q〉 bus(q)).

• Let λX.X : Safe mean X’s memory is not touched for
X ∈ {P,Q}.

• Let P = Q and Q = P .

• Let RX range over simulation relations from S to X, i.e., P
and Q are examples of simulation relations.

• 〈rx〉 [x]X : Safe ⊃ [s] 〈rx〉X : Safe.
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Distributed Logic: What Have We Learned

• The notion of distribution, borrowed from systems, lends itself
quite well to logic.

• Information is the currency of the distribution.

• The flow of information is determined by logical rules induced
from the distribution.

• It helps not to be dogmatic about what is and what is not
within the purview of logic.
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End-O-the-World
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